Expositor’s Class 
Week 3: Exegetical Outline & Theological Studies

Exegetical Outline

	Little Bo Peep Preaching






	Discovering the Outline

__________
6 So then,		 

	___________				________	_________
just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, 	continue 	to live in him, 

	_______ 				_________
 7 rooted and built up in him,     strengthened in the faith as you were taught, 

	___________
and overflowing with thankfulness.


I. Because of the above, CONTINUE to walk
	A. In the same way you received 
	B. Rooted & Built
	C. Strengthened 
	D. Overflowing 

Instead of outline numbers and letters, use heading levels in Styles. (In Word, “Home” and then “Heading 1, 2, etc.”)

Because of the above, CONTINUE to walk
	In the same way you received 
	Rooted & Built
	Strengthened 
	Overflowing 


Begin your notes with two copies of the passage of Scripture (one so you can quickly refer to the entire passage, and another to divide up in sections – this will help you make sure you do not skip anything).



Colossians 2:6-7 So then, just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, continue to walk in him, 7 rooted and built up in him, strengthened in the faith as you were taught, and overflowing with thankfulness.

Because of the above, CONTINUE to walk
6 So then ... continue to walk in him




In the same way you received 
So then, just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord


Rooted & Built
7 rooted and built up in him




Strengthened 
7 ...strengthened in the faith as you were taught




Overflowing 
7 ...and overflowing with thankfulness.




Place notes from the commentaries and other studies in the appropriate section.

Theological Studies

How to do a Biblical Theology

Step 1: Find all the major passages that teach about the topic.

	Word Searches





	Bible Dictionaries and Encyclopedias. Two very good ones are Elwell’s Dictionary of New Testament Theology and International Standard Bible Encyclopedia (ISBE).


	Topical reference works, such as 
	Treasury of Scripture Knowledge

Thompson Chain Reference Bible
McArthur’s Topical Bible

	Commentaries 



	Sermons 


Step 2: Summarize what the Bible teaches on that topic.






Homework:
* Do the sentence analysis on vv.8-10
* Develop an exegetical outline of vv.8-10
* Continue reading commentaries watching for 
	Insights into the meaning of the passage

Insights into helpful ways to apply the passage
Helpful explanations of word meanings
Helpful cross references 
Helpful illustrations
	Answers to your questions

* Do the theological studies
* Continue meditating on the passage.
 







